A GLOBAL STANDARD IN
INFORMATION SECURITY

Enhancing
your information
security

Add-on security solutions that
will protect your business,
increase compliance with
financial services cyber security
regulations and help your
firm meet global standards in
information security
Maintaining your financial
services information security
isn’t just about protecting your
FCA-regulated business; it’s a
key part of your data security
compliance obligations and
ensures you shield the business
against new cyber threats.

Flexible compliance solutions to give you enhanced
information security
Lanware is partner to numerous financial services
businesses worldwide - including fund managers
with more than £150 billion of assets under
management. Our expertise in cloud technology
for FCA-regulated business means we
understand the regulatory context you operate in

and the security levels and oversight it takes to
manage risk and regulation.
Our range of enhanced security services enables
your compliance, lowers your risk and gives you
auditable evidence to reassure your partners and
investors that your security controls are fail-safe.

Our security services include:
Phishing Tests
Innovative and tailored phishing tests, devised and
delivered by our Security Consultants, designed to
enable the continued testing of your users against
real-world and recent treats observed in the wild.
Tests can range from a single mailshot for all users,
to spear phishing and bespoke campaigns tailored
to specific business units.
The phishing tests provide real-time reporting and
self-service training can be delivered automatically
at the completion of the test.
Lanware Recommends: Performing
these at least quarterly.
Vulnerability Assessments
Lanware can provide external and internal
automated vulnerability assessments utilising
the industry leading tools and cyber security
procedures. Results are analysed on a monthly
basis and, if needed, a remediation plan is created
and presented.
This ongoing assessment allows for faster
mitigation against potential exploits and a high
level of assurance of patching efficacy.
Internal Security Audits
Security best practice is an ever-moving target,
and often in the time since a system was
implemented the design of that system may fall
short of current security standards. Lanware will
provide a full audit of all systems internally, picking
apart any settings, firewall rules, and analysing all
user accounts and privileges. Users’ passwords will
be audited against dumps of common exposed
passwords to ensure you are in the best possible
security standing.
Lanware Recommends: We propose to
perform this level of audit every year.
Physical Site Security Audits
Having a secure technology platform means very
little if physical, environmental and site security
is weak. Lanware will review all aspects of your
site security, including physical access controls,
wireless security, system security (network ports,
computer terminals, printers, and so on) to close
any holes that an attacker may leverage. A report
will be presented based on these findings laying
out possible risk and available mitigations.
Breach Detection and Alerting
Users are compromised every week due to being
exposed to a part of a wider “password dump”

Lanware will continually
monitor a user’s business
email address, along
with up to two personal
accounts, and provides
timely notifications of
any breaches occurring
containing their details

from a hack of a third party, such as BA, Yahoo or
Equifax. Lanware will continually monitor a user’s
business email address, along with up to two
personal accounts, and provide timely notifications
of any breaches occurring containing their details.
Cyber Landscape Reporting
With our dedicated team we will provide tailored,
expert advice in a regular bulletin giving you
visibility of cyber threats as they develop and
specifically how they affect you, along with the
time to communicate and act upon them with
remediation recommendations.
Security Reviews and Consultancy
In addition to the current level of security
reporting we will provide more regular analysis,
engagement and reporting. This will involve extra
time with our Consultants to deliver reports or to
work with you in understanding and developing
your business security plan. This additional
reporting can be used to aggregate the output of
all security related engagements and help steer
any remediation work.
User Awareness Training
All the technical controls in place are worthless
unless users are provided with salient advice on
how to stay safe and fend off potential future
attacks. Lanware can engage directly with your
users either in person or via easy to digest
presentations to help impart cyber security
awareness.
Cyber Security Incident Simulation
Historically regulated firms have focused heavily
on testing business continuity procedures
designed to mitigate traditional risks such as fire,
flood or power outages. The reality is today Cyber
Threats are the biggest risks and most likely to
destroy your business. A Lanware Cyber Security
Incident Simulation is a managed test, which
simulates a major Incident such as an outbreak of

a cryptolocker type malware and data breach.
During the test Lanware consultants work to
establish how the incident was identified, how
it escalated, and look at the impact in terms of
data leakage, downtime etc. The test is designed
to improve internal processes, knowledge and
general readiness.

How we work:
Our range of tailored add-on security
services are designed to give you the
extra support you need to run your
business in a FCA-regulated environment.
We provide the latest best practice and
observed behaviours from our wealth
of experience in financial services. And
because we operate within our ISO
270001 framework our strong ethos
enables us to build appropriate security
controls for your business.

Why Lanware?
With deep, long-standing expertise in
the financial service sector, Lanware
understands the challenges that our
clients face around regulatory compliance
and configure specific settings to face
these challenges head on.
Lanware provides you with a complete
choice of outsourced IT security services
– all tailored to your needs.
Contact us to find out more….

Speak to us today
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Visit our website
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